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Sen Takatsuki’s newest novel has hit the stands and a video
of her admitting to being a Ghoul has gone viral! And if that
news hasn’t done enough to shake things up, the contents of
her book are sowing civilian distrust of the CCG. How can
investigators effectively take on the Ghoul threat if the public
has lost faith in them? And what if Sen Takatsuki’s veiled
accusations about the CCG brass are true...? -- VIZ Media
Hideo and his new ward, young Hiromi, head out of the
desolate forest they've been hiding in, hoping to find refuge at
a local shrine. Once there, however, they soon realize that
populated areas are just as dangerous as the haunted woods
they've left! A new ally may help them find a safe place to
hole up again--but one quick, deadly bite could threaten all of
their lives! Collecting two of the original Japanese volumes
into each Dark Horse edition, this value-priced excursion into
the world's weirdest zombie apocalypse is not to be missed! "I
Am a Hero is probably the greatest zombie manga ever. It
has the slow buildup of a psychological horror manga, but
when the zombies hit, they hit hard, and the manga
accelerates into volumes-long fight-or-flight sequences that
seem like they'll never stop." -Jason Thompson (Manga: The
Complete Guide) "... an amazing story that puts it firmly in my
Must Read list of manga. If you like zombie stories and are
curious as to what other countries might have to offer to the
genre, trust me when I say, you do not want to skip this one."
-Kotaku
Tokyo Ghoul: VoidVoidVIZ Media LLC
The Inter-High match between Karasuno and Aoba Johsai
continues. Karasuno has dragged the game into a third set
and is struggling to keep up their momentum. In a desperate
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move, Coach Ukai decides to bring out Tadashi Yamaguchi
as a pinch server! Could this be the push Karasuno needs to
keep the team’s hopes alive and beat Aoba Johsai? -- VIZ
Media
Tatsu is ambushed by a yakuza with a beef, and there’s only
one way to settle things—an epic rap battle! But this
throwdown is only a warm-up for the buffet battle yet to come,
because when you’re the Immortal Dragon, you don’t
choose the househusband life, it chooses you! -- VIZ Media
Explore the world of Tokyo Ghoul with these prose fiction spin-
offs! Ghouls live among us, the same as normal people in
every way—except their craving for human flesh. Ken Kaneki
is an ordinary college student until a violent encounter turns
him into the first half-human half-ghoul hybrid. Trapped
between two worlds, he must survive Ghoul turf wars, learn
more about Ghoul society and master his new powers. Many
conflicts and incidents arise involving the clientele of the café
Anteiku, where Ghouls gather. Yoshimura, the café's owner,
is harboring suspicions about a certain someone. What sort of
darkness will that person bring between those who hunt and
those who are hunted? This book chronicles six all-new
stories from the Tokyo Ghoul universe.
The newly awakened Kaneki unleashes his monstrous
strength to protect his friend Touka and finds himself
irrevocably changed. Kaneki sets out on his own, determined
to find out the truth behind what’s happening to him—and
what the Aogiri Tree organization actually is. -- VIZ Media
Furuta’s new methods have made the CCG deadlier and
more efficient than ever, and more than 80 percent of the
Ghouls in Tokyo have been eradicated. Kaneki and the rest
of the Goat have gathered survivors in the stronghold of the
24th Ward. But without access to food, their safety comes at
a bitter price. -- VIZ Media
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Investigators from the 20th Ward launch an initiative to
take out the Ghoul known as the One-Eyed Owl, who
has possible ties to both Akira and Yoshimura. An all-out
assault on the Anteiku café, where the Owl is supposedly
hiding, results in full-fledged battle. -- VIZ Media
THE POPULAR MANGA AND ANIME DRAMA COMES
TO LIFE IN WORDS! There’s not a competition that
piano prodigy Arima hasn’t won since he started
playing. His renditions are matchless in their precision.
When he’s only eleven, however, his peerless fingers
fall silent—right up there on stage. Exploring the shock of
the incident and its aftermath from his friends and rivals’
perspectives, A Six-Person Etude accompanies the
boy’s halting efforts to pick himself up as an adolescent.
Based on the hit series, these prose chapters expand on
the original but form a coherent and hard-hitting tale of
its own.
If Nene and Kou want to return to their own world, they
have to kill "Amane Yugi" and "Sousuke Mitsuba"-or
rather, the versions of them living within the canvas of
Number Four's boundary. Faced with that cruel choice,
Nene instead proposes a way to escape from this fake
world to the boy she can't help but call "Hanako-kun." At
the same time, Kou tries to win over Mitsuba as well-but
just who exactly is this "Mitsuba"?!
The war that changed everything It's a Valentine's Day
that Kojou won't soon forget! Amid the buzz of crushes
and chocolate, dark words arrive on the wings of Glenda,
the Dragon of the Swamp. Velesh Aradahl is holding
Yuiri and Shio captive! And using them as collateral, he
challenges Kojou to a vampire duel...At the same time,
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the Holy Ground Treaty Organization has deemed all of
Itogami Island-altar for The Cleansing and domain of
Dimitrie Vattler-a global threat. The only way to get the
organization to overturn their decision is for Kojou to
defeat Vattler and claim dominion of Itogami Island for
himself! But can he do it in twelve hours, before the
HGTO has the entire island destroyed?!
Operation Auction Sweep has turned into a bloodbath as
the investigators face off against the ghouls of Aoigiri
Tree’s security forces. And with victory for the CCG far
from assured, Investigator Toru Mutsuki must escape
from behind enemy lines. His only help comes from Kuki
Urie, the ex-Squad Leader of the Quinxes, whose only
allegiance is to his next promotion. With such a dubious
ally and flesh-hungry Ghouls all around, does Toru even
have a chance? -- VIZ Media
Connect, come together, and the world will change for
the better one day at a time. Seeing Miyamura and Hori
together every day feels natural. They play around, long
for each other, and even get into fights on occasion.
What will happen as their bitter, sweet, and acidic school
life continues?
Taishi Fura’s life is forever changed after an encounter
with the Lantern, a terrifying Ghoul who’s brutalizing the
young delinquents in town. Seeking revenge, Taishi
teams with fellow classmate and Commission of Counter
Ghoul prodigy Kisho Arima to find and eliminate the
serial killer. A prequel to Tokyo Ghoul, this side story
marks the first case worked together by these future
special investigators. -- VIZ Media
A full-color art book showcasing the terrific and terrifying
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work of Sui Ishida, creator of the hit manga and anime
Tokyo Ghoul. Tokyo Ghoul Illustrations: zakki features
artwork and behind-the-scenes notes, commentary and
ruminations from Tokyo Ghoul creator Sui Ishida.
Discover the creative process that brought the hit manga
and anime to life, in gloriously ghoulish full color.
Uchiha Itachi, four years of age. With the hell of war burned
into his eyes, the boy makes a resolution: he will rid this world
of all violence. The birth of Sasuke, meeting his friend Shisui,
the academy, genin, chunin, and then the Anbu—Itachi races
down the path of glory toward his dream of becoming the first
Uchiha Hokage, unaware of the darkness that lies ahead... --
VIZ Media
This how-to guide and personal memoir features 20
meditative sewing projects and inspiring stories that promote
creativity, happiness, and fulfillment When Sanae Ishida was
diagnosed with a chronic illness and lost her corporate job,
she felt like her whole life was falling apart. Inspired to
succeed at just one thing, Ishida vowed to sew all of her
daughter’s clothes—and most of her own—for one full year. In
Sewing Happiness, Ishida recounts her incredible journey,
reflecting on how sewing helped her survive such a difficult
time in her life. Sewing Happiness features twenty simple
sewing projects (with variations) organized by season and
tied together with a thread of memoir that tells the story
Ishida’s unexpected transformation and how sewing brought
her profound happiness. Each seasonal project—from
Japanese-inspired home goods to children’s and women’s
clothing—is specially designed to promote health, creativity,
and relationships and to provide gentle inspiration to live your
best life. Complete with photos and easy-to-follow steps,
Sewing Happiness is at once a guide to the craft of sewing
and a guide to enjoying life in all its beautiful imperfections.
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After the unprecedented raid on the Ghoul detention center
by The Aogiri Tree organization, the Commission of Counter
Ghoul is working to tighten security across the twenty-three
wards. However, some Ghouls begin to cause unrest in the
8th Ward, continuing the cycle of retaliation between human
and Ghoul. And what of Kaneki after he left the 20th Ward?
This second novel depicts the aftermath six months after the
11th Ward occupation. -- VIZ Media
The Kobayashi house hold is peaceful once again, and Tohru
has happily returned to an "ordinary" life. Whether patrolling
the neighborhood for suspicious characters or taking on a
part-time job, it's always "go hard or go home'' for the diligent
Dragon Maid! But not all is well. Ilulu is having trouble
embracing the life she's chosen, Shouta is worried about his
relationship with Lucoa--and could something be brewing in
Miss Kobayashi and Tohru's relationship, too...? Change is
afoot in Volume 5 of this popular comedy!!
The Ghoul–CCG alliance secures its first victory when it
rescues Kaneki from the monster he was entombed within.
But the creature still poses a dire threat to the city as it
continues to birth mutant Ghouls, some of which are infecting
humans with a horrific form of Ghoulism! The only cure lies
deep in the belly of the beast itself, and Kaneki is determined
to find it. But will this act of bravery be the final strike to end
the war or Kaneki’s last stand?! -- VIZ Media
Together with his sworn friend Shisui, Itachi takes on a
mission to assassinate a spy in the village in order to join the
Anbu. The rivalry between the Uchiha clan and the village
grows ever more fierce, until finally death comes for his
friend. Despairing at both his clan and the village, Itachi
heads into the tragic night with his new eye and a fatal
resolve. The hope and the dreams he spoke of to his
brother... The gentle yet cruel truth awaits. -- VIZ Media
Ghouls live among us, the same as normal people in every
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way ... except their craving for human flesh.
Killing is all Spas has ever known, and he does it without
doubt or remorse. Taught to believe he’s ridding the world of
monsters, he sees the extermination of the Twilights as a
necessary step toward making Ergastulum a safer place. Until
the day when he’s forced to confront the horrifying truth that
the real monster might be...him. -- VIZ Media
The Rushima Operation is reaching its sixth day, and
both the CCG and the Ghouls are fighting at the
edge of their limits. Under the extreme mental and
physical stress, old allegiances loom large and both
sides are finding they face tough choices on the
battlefield. Whichever side wins, they’ve all lost too
much... -- VIZ Media
Trapped within the body of the monster he
unwittingly transformed into, Kaneki is forced to
reexamine his past as he struggles to regain
consciousness. Meanwhile, Touka manages to
locate her husband within the bulk of the monster,
but releasing Kaneki has the unintended, terrifying
consequence of awakening an army of smaller
monsters! -- VIZ Media
While Kaneki and his friends tangle with the ghouls
from the Aogiri Tree organization, the Commission of
Counter Ghoul’s ongoing investigations bring them
dangerously close to discovering Kaneki’s secret. --
VIZ Media
Sasuke is given the task of training Team Seven,
and Boruto is delighted. But he also has trouble
accepting his master’s teachings. Then pop star
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Himeno Lily jumps in with a mission for them,
challenging what it means to be master and student.
And what does this mean for the future of the ninja?
-- VIZ Media
A full-color art book showcasing the terrific and
terrifying work of Sui Ishida, creator of the hit manga
and anime Tokyo Ghoul and Tokyo Ghoul:re. A full-
color art book showcasing creator Sui Ishida’s
incredible work on Tokyo Ghoul :re, the best-selling
sequel series to the hit manga and anime Tokyo
Ghoul. Tokyo Ghoul:re Illustrations: zakki features
artwork and behind-the-scenes notes, commentary
and a Q&A from Tokyo Ghoul creator Sui Ishida.
Discover the creative process behind the popular
series in gloriously ghoulish full color.
Kaito Sena's life hasn't exactly been easy.
Unfortunately for him, death isn't about to get any
better. Summoned by none other than Elisabeth Le
Fanu, the "Torture Princess," Kaito has to choose
what he wants for his second life-be her butler, or die
a long, painful death by torture. What is he to do but
become her servant...and help her eliminate the
fourteen ranked demons wreaking havoc in the
world! See the original light novel come to life in this
gritty manga adaptation!
Ghouls live among us, the same as normal people in
every way—except their craving for human flesh. Ken
Kaneki is an ordinary college student until a violent
encounter turns him into the first half-human half-
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ghoul hybrid. Trapped between two worlds, he must
survive Ghoul turf wars, learn more about Ghoul
society and master his new powers. Enjoy this sneak
peek of Tokyo Ghoul volume 1 along with an inside
look of Tokyo Ghoul volume 2. -- VIZ Media
Haise Sasaki is no more. In his place, Ken Kaneki
has emerged and accepted the role of the One-Eyed
King. He sees a vision of the future where Ghouls
and humans can coexist. But a faction at the CCG
wants to prevent that peace by any means
necessary, and the inevitable death toll means
nothing to them. -- VIZ Media
Before the steel frame incident in the 20th Ward, there were
reports of Ghouls lurking among the masses in Tokyo,
carefully stalking their prey. This novel covers the events that
occurred before the opening act of Tokyo Ghoul—a time when
Kaneki was still human, the Kirishimas still lived together, and
Rize enjoyed her feasts. -- VIZ Media
A month has passed since Operation Auction Sweep, and
business at the CCG rolls on. An intersquad task force has
been formed to investigate the Tsukiyama family, and the
Quinxes are part of the team. This is a huge case for the Qs,
and the worst possible time for their mentor to fall apart. But
Haise’s frequent flashbacks have started making him
question everything he believes in—even his own identity. --
VIZ Media
Kaneki was mortally wounded in the CCG attack on the Goat
stronghold, and in his desperation to see Touka again, he
gorges himself on the bodies of the Oggai. The sudden
ingestion of this unusual fuel forces Kaneki into a terrible
metamorphosis, the result of which poses a stark new threat
to Ghouls and humans alike. Will Kaneki’s degradation be
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what finally brings the two sides of this ancient war together?
-- VIZ Media
Kaneki is still trying to get used to his new life when
Commission of Counter Ghoul agents Mado and Amon start
sniffing around for Hinami. Kaneki and Touka are going to
have to get them off her tail and fast. No easy task now that
Kaneki’s got to bring humans and Ghouls to a rapid truce at
the same time. -- VIZ Media
Things heat up in the 11th Ward as the CCG investigates the
high rate of investigator deaths. Kaneki has an explosive run-
in with Aogiri Tree, essentially a Ghoul Gang, run by a Ghoul
known only as the One-Eyed King. -- VIZ Media
Ghouls live among us, the same as normal people in every
way—except their craving for human flesh. Ghouls live among
us, the same as normal people in every way—except their
craving for human flesh. Ken Kaneki is an ordinary college
student until a violent encounter turns him into the first half-
human half-ghoul hybrid. Trapped between two worlds, he
must survive Ghoul turf wars, learn more about Ghoul society
and master his new powers. The newly awakened Kaneki
unleashes his monstrous strength to protect his friend Touka
and finds himself irrevocably changed. Kaneki sets out on his
own, determined to find out the truth behind what’s
happening to him—and what the Aogiri Tree organization
actually is.
In the café Anteiku, where Ghouls gather, danger and the
possibility of discovery loom. Yoshimura, the café’s owner, is
harboring suspicions about a certain someone. What sort of
darkness will that person bring to those who hunt and those
who are hunted? This book chronicles six all-new stories from
the Tokyo Ghoul universe. -- VIZ Media
Six months after their Aogiri Tree Operation, the CCG
continues their investigation of the Gourmet and the Binge
Eater. Kaneki and his colleagues search for Rize’s true
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identity brings them face-to-face with the mysterious Madame
A. -- VIZ Media
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